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Abstract. A common complaint of touch interaction concerns the lack of preci-

sion and false negatives, especially in applications inherited from the PC and 

mouse context. This work introduces Scissors, a virtual widget for tasks that re-

quire precision while interacting with touch screens. It also prevents occlusion 

of targets, is effective for screen edges and is compatible with current interac-

tion techniques. We developed two prototypes for testing: the first introduced a 

basic learning scenario and the second presented two sequences of targets with 

different sizes and locations. The system recorded, for each target, the time 

spent and number of attempts to select it. We performed tests with thirty-one 

users and evaluated their data according to statistical test, in this case, t-test for 

difference of means. The results showed that the Scissors widget was very ef-

fective in the scenarios that motivated its conception attaining an equivalent or 

up to 11.5 times higher success rate, thus achieving its main purpose.  
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1 Introduction 

The popularization of touch screen devices is changing the way we interact with digi-

tal information. The NPD DisplaySearch estimates that sales of tablets will overcome 

notebooks in 2014 and it will become the most used computing platform [5]. Accord-

ingly, touch interaction is rapidly outgrowing mice and track pad devices. However, 

several design challenges follow this change (e.g. wide range of applications with 

display sizes, resolution, and pixel density), and the future of this technology requires 

deep investigation in order to design a better interaction and meet different user 

needs. 

Although some patterns were already established [6] for the touchscreens and in-

teractive surfaces, there is still ground for further development; the variety of possible 

gestures and ways to which systems respond and interpret can open infinite possibili-

ties considering specific scenarios. 

This paper is organized as follows; section 3 presents related works and gives 

deeper perspective around touch interaction techniques in order to stand as basis for 

the description of the solution in section 4. Evaluation methodology is detailed with 

test procedures, chosen usability metrics and hardware setups in section 5. Section 6 


